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FADE IN:

1 INT. BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 1

CHARLIE JOHNSON (48) finishes getting dressed and goes to

turn of his BEDSIDE LAMP.

Susan Johnson (49) stirs in bed and looks at Charlie.

SUSAN

I don’t know how you get up so

early.

CHARLIE

Once I get on the road it’s not

bad.

SUSAN

Have a good day at work and drive

carefully okay?

Susan turns overs and pulls the bed sheets over her head.

CHARLIE

Yep.

Charlie TURNS OFF the lamp and leaves the bedroom.

2 INT. KITCHEN - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 2

Charlie enters the kitchen carrying a BACKPACK and turns on

the light. Charlies places the backpack on the kitchen table

and goes to retrieve his WALLET and KEYS by the phone.

A STICKY NOTE is beside his wallet.

Charlie reads the notes left for him.

INSERT - NOTE

Today is Garrett’s soccer game. Be sure to ask him about it

when you say tell him his bedtime story. - Love, C

BACK TO SCENE

Charlie looks at the DIGITAL CLOCK on the STOVE.

CHARLIE

4:30. Damn.

A SCRATCHING is heard at the backdoor. Charlie walks over

and opens it.

A BLACK CAT walks in and goes straight to a FOOD BOWL.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Charlie pours some DRY CAT FOOD in the cat’s bowl and rubs

its head.

CHARLIE

You’re a good cat Panther.

Charlie picks up his backpack, turns off the kitchen light

and leaves the kitchen.

3 EXT. FRONT PORCH - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 3

The porch light TURNS ON and Charlie opens the door.

Charlie steps into a SPIDER WEB and immediately SWIPES at

the air.

CHARLIE

Fuck!

Charlie drops his backpack, composes himself and looks down

at a DEAD SPIDER by his foot.

Charlie bends down to examine the spider.

CHARLIE

(talking to the spider)

Sorry about that girl.

Charlie locks the front door, grabs and his backpack and

walks to his MINI VAN.

4 EXT. HWY 40 - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT (LATER) 4

The sun has not come up yet. Charlie’s mini van is the only

car on the road. The sky is FULL OF STARS.

5 INT. MINIVAN - EARLY MORNING- NIGHT 5

Charlie drives down the highway and stares straight ahead.

He sees a BRIGHT OBJECT flash through the sky.

CHARLIE

I should have made a wish.

Moments later a BRIGHT LIGHT rises up from down the road.

CHARLIE

Holy shit!

Charlie looks around for other cars on the highway, but he

is still alone.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

Charlie turns on the radio and tunes into different stations

for any news, but doesn’t find any.

A STRONG WIND picks up and causes the mini van to sway side

to side.

CHARLIE

What in the world?

The wind disappears.

Charlie sees the TAIL LIGHTS of a SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK ahead

of him.

A COTTON CANDY-LIKE FOG appears. The semi-truck is the first

to enter the fog. The lights from the truck reflect inside

the fog causing a WEIRD GREEN SPARKLY HAZE.

Charlie drives into the fog.

6 INT. FOG - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS 6

Inside the fog, everything is a SOFT GREENISH GLOW.

A STICKY STRINGY SUBSTANCE covers the windshield.

Charlie turns on the WIPERS which only SMEAR the substance

and makes it harder to see.

7 INT. MINIVAN - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT (MOMENTS LATER) 7

Charlie drives out of the fog. He looks back and sees it

DISSIPATE on the highway behind him.

Charlie turns back around and discovers he is now on top of

the semi-truck.

CHARLIE

Ahhhh!

He hits the brakes the SWERVES around the truck.

8 EXT. HWY 40 - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 8

The semi-truck GAINS SPEED in the lane next to Charlie.

Charlie looks over at the TRUCK DRIVER (38) staring straight

ahead DRINKING a soda.

The truck passes Charlie. Charlie notices the sticky

substance SMEARED on his windshield coverS the entire truck.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Charlie sees a DARK OBJECT on the side of the trailer. The

object moves and Charlie sees a SPIDER-THING shaped like a

man with long thin legs and arms.

The Spider-Thing stretches and crawls to the top of the

trailer.

CHARLIE

(surprised)

What the fuck?

Charlie REDUCES SPEED and falls in behind the truck.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)

What the FUCK is that?

Charlie rubs his eyes and looks again. The Spider-Thing is

still on the truck.

The Spider-Thing CROUCHES, looks directly at Charlie and

SMILES with an abnormally WIDE TOOTHY GRIN.

Charlie increases his speed and gets right behind the

semi-truck.

The back of truck IS covered in the sticky substance. The

Spider-Thing crawls directly into view.

CHARLIE

My god! That stuff is a web.

The Spider-Thing begins PULLING pieces of METAL off the

trailer and THROWING it at the mini van.

A CHUNK OF METAL from the truck HITS the

mini van WINDSHIELD and CRACKS it.

Charlie HONKS his horn and FLASHES his headlights at the

truck.

The Spider-Thing continues working.

Charlie speeds the mini van up to the front of the truck.

The Truck Driver looks down at Charlie.

Charlie LOWERS the passenger side window. He MOTIONS for the

truck driver to do the same.

CHARLIE

HEY! You need to stop. NOW!

The Truck Driver ROLLS down his window.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

TRUCK DRIVER

What?

CHARLIE

Stop your truck! There is something

on it!

The Truck Driver MOUTHS something back at Charlie and

continues driving.

Charlie drives in front of the truck and SLOWS down.

The Truck Driver FLASHES his lights and HONKS his horn.

Charlie and the Truck Driver pull off on the side of the

highway.

9 EXT. HWY 40 - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 9

Charlie immediately parks the van and jumps out.

The Truck Driver is already out of his cab and is walking

towards Charlie with his FISTS CLINCHED.

TRUCK DRIVER

Are you FUCKING CRAZY?

CHARLIE

Listen to me! There is something

crawling on top of your truck!

TRUCK DRIVER

What the are you talking about?

CHARLIE

Your truck! I think it came from

the fog we rode through about 2

miles back.

TRUCK DRIVER

Have you been drinking?

Charlie sees the Spider-Thing on top of the truck cab

looking at him with large SAUCER SHAPED eyes. It moves

slowly back in the shadows.

CHARLIE

(pointing at the truck)

There! There it is!

The Truck Driver looks to where Charlie is pointing.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

TRUCK DRIVER

I don’t see a damn thing.

The Truck Driver goes to his truck and gets a FLASHLIGHT out

of the driver side door. He turns on the flashlight and

begins inspecting the truck.

The BEAM from the flashlight reveals a lot of the STICKY

SUBSTANCE coating the entire exterior of the truck.

TRUCK DRIVER

What the hell? What is it?

CHARLIE

I think it is insect webbing.

The Truck Driver shines his flashlight on Charlie’s mini

van.

TRUCK DRIVER

Is that stuff on your car too?

CHARLIE

Yeah. It’s all over it.

TRUCK DRIVER

What does this thing look like?

Charlie is silent for a moment.

CHARLIE

It looks like a spider person.

TRUCK DRIVER

Excuse me? What the fuck are you

talking about?

CHARLIE

It looked like a a ghostly pale man

with long arms and legs trying to

get into the back of your trailer.

Charlie walks to the back of the semi-trailer truck and

points to the damage.

TRUCK DRIVER

(surprised)

God damn. Something was back here

alright.

The Truck Driver inspects the DAMAGED DOOR with the

flashlight.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

CHARLIE

It was throwing the pieces it tore

off at my windshield. Cracked it

good.

TRUCK DRIVER

Well the latch is still locked.

The Truck Driver points to DEEP GASHES on the DOOR.

TRUCK DRIVER(CONT’D)

Are those claw marks?

CHARLIE

Damn. I’m pretty sure they are.

What exactly are you hauling?

TRUCK DRIVER

Frozen meat.

A HISSING is heard on top of the truck trailer followed by

the Spider-Thing JUMPING off and RUNNING into the woods

beside the road.

CHARLIE

There it is! That’s what I saw!

Charlie and the Truck Driver RUN to the side of road. The

Truck Driver SHINES his flashlight into the trees.

TRUCK DRIVER

Never in my life...

CHARLIE

We need to go after it. Do you have

a gun? Truck drivers have guns for

protection right?

TRUCK DRIVER

Who do you think I am Mad Max? No I

don’t have a gun and no I’m not

going after it. You can.

The Truck Driver HURRIES back to his truck.

Charlie follows him.

TRUCK DRIVER

I don’t know what that was, but I’m

not sticking around.

The Truck Driver stops, turns around and directs the beam of

his flashlight at Charlie’s face.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

TRUCK DRIVER

Look. I have to make this delivery

by six this morning. There is

nothing on this truck. If it were

some animal it is gone now.

The Truck Driver reaches into his front shirt pocket, pulls

out a BUSINESS CARD. His hand is SHAKING as he hands it to

Charlie.

TRUCK DRIVER

Here. My name and company

information is on this card. Call

them to report the damage done to

your windshield.

The Truck Driver climbs into the cab of his truck.

10 INT. MINIVAN - EARLY MORNING - NIGHT 10

Charlie sits in the driver’s seat for moment before starting

the van.

The truck’s headlights fill the mini van with light.

The truck drives off.

Charlie sighs.

11 INT. MINIVAN - EARLY MORNING - DAWN 11

Charlie drives down the highway. The SUN is beginning to

SHINE above the horizon.

HEADLIGHTS approach from behind and begin FLASHING. The

car’s horn continuously HONKING.

The car, covered in STICKY WEBBING, pulls up beside Charlie.

The passenger window LOWERS.

A WOMAN (30s) sitting in the passenger seat frantically

tries to get Charlie’s attention.

Charlie BREATHS FASTER. He lowers his window.

WOMAN

There is something on your car!

Some kind of thing!

Charlie’s eyes GROW WIDE.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 9.

WOMAN

They’re everywhere! They’re

crawling everywhere!

The woman SCREAMS and Charlie sees a Spider-Thing in the car

attack her and the driver.

The woman’s car SLOWS DOWN and drives off the road.

Charlie hears SCRATCHING on the rood of his mini van. He

momentary looks up and then turns to his window to see a

Spider-Thing looking at him.

SPIDER-LIKE APPENDAGES reach into the open window.

Charlie SLAMS on the brakes.

GARRETT (O.S.)

And then what happened?

12 INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT 12

Charlie is in his son’s room sitting beside him on the bed.

GARRETT JOHNSON (10) is tucked in tightly listening to his

father’s story.

GARRETT

What happened after the car caught

up with you?

CHARLIE

Well I stopped and looked around.

GARRETT

Did you see any Spider People?

Charlie smiled.

CHARLIE

No. I didn’t. It must have been my

imagination. I’ve been working

really hard.

GARRETT

Are you sure?

CHARLIE

Positive. There are no Spider

People in Havensburg.

Charlie moves a little closer to his son.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 10.

CHARLIE

It makes a good story doesn’t it?

GARRETT

Yes. It’s scary. Can you stay with

me until I go sleep?

CHARLIE

(smiling)

Of course.

(beat)

Oh. Before I forget. How did you

game go today?

GARRETT

The other team didn’t show up. We

won by forfeit. I hate that.

CHARLIE

A win is a win.

GARRETT

Goodnight dad.

CHARLIE

Goodnight superstar.

Charlie STROKES his son’s HAIR and KISSES him on the

FOREHEAD.

Garrett closes his eyes and turns on his side.

A SCRATCHING sound is heard. The sound is not coming from a

door, but up near the ceiling.

Charlie slowly looks up and sees a Spider-Thing HANGING on

the WALL upside down looking down at his son with big dark

SAUCER EYES.

Charlies raises a finger to his lips.

CHARLIE

(smiling)

Shhh.

FADE OUT.

THE END


